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HOW TO GET TO GURGULIAT 25 APARTMENT (улица „Гургулят” № 25)

How to get to your apartment:
1. Book a transfer with us – Fast and reliable transportation service from and to the airport. Our assistant
will wait for you at the Arrivals Terminal with a sign with your name on it and take you straight to the
apartment for check in procedures. Rates: Car 1-3 person: 18 Eur / Van 4-8 person – 28 Eur. Please request and
provide full flight details via email.
2. Taxi service – There is a Taxi stand INSIDE the Terminal and you can order a taxi there. Please be
extremely careful if you decide to take a taxi. Never take a taxi from a person approaching you at the Terminal.
3. Metro Transportation – If you are travelling on a budget and have time you can decide to take the
Metro to the city center. The station is outside the Terminal and you need to get off at station: НДК (National
Palace of Culture or NDK). Once you find yourself on Vitosha boulevard you should start walking towards the
big white building (NDK) until you reach Gurguliat Street on your right. Then turn right and walk just one
block. Before you reach Tsar Asen Street you will find number 25 on your left.
4. If you are coming by car and looking for a nearby parking lot – The closest public paid parking is
on the next street - Verila street. If you are looking for a covered parking you can also use the one below the
National Palace of Culture (the car entrance is from Fritiof Nansen street, on foot you can come out from the
passage in the middle of the garden in front of NDK).

